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QUESTION 1

What are two reasons that work items in a work item list may be hidden? (Choose two.) 

A. The process instance is being cancelled. 

B. The user does not have permission to view the work item 

C. The work items are associated with a process instance that has been suspended. 

D. The work items have been pended until a specified date/time. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 2

Which two statements are true about the TIBCO Business Studio Form Designer\\'s Design and Preview tabs? (Choose
two.) 

A. There are four tabs in total: Design, GI Preview, GWT Preview and Mobile Preview. 

B. The GI Preview tab allows you to compare how the form will look at runtime in both GI and GWT environments 

C. The appearance of the form in the Preview tabs is determined by the Presentation Channel Settings. 

D. The Mobile Preview tab shows the URL used to navigate and preview the mobile forms on a mobile device. 

E. The appearance of the form in the Preview tabs is determined by the User Task\\'s Appearance properties. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 3

To debug business processes, breakpoints are set that suspend the process flow execution. 

What are the two valid breakpoints? (Choose two.) 

A. Add after 

B. Add before 

C. Add together 

D. Add one 

E. Add both 

Correct Answer: CD 
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QUESTION 4

How do you create or obtain an Organization Model to use with a process? (Choose two) 

A. By refactoring a process that already uses Basic Type participants 

B. By importing existing participants 

C. By creating it from scratch, using the Organization Modeler 

D. By selecting Participant and choosing Generate 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

 

QUESTION 5

Which two factors must be considered when exposing processes as services? (Choose two.) 

A. For any of the events that are exposed as one-way operations, there are no Message End Events. 

B. For any task or event to be exposed as a service, a JMS transport is required. 

C. For any of the Receive tasks that are exposed as a service, there could be a Message End Event. 

D. For any of the Receive tasks that are exposed as a service, there could be a Message Start Event that generates a
reply. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 6

Which class contains the system action to cancel process instances? 

A. Organization Model 

B. Organization 

C. Organization Unit 

D. Group 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

What are the three types of sequence flows? (Choose three.) 
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A. Default 

B. Message 

C. Unconditional 

D. Uncontrolled 

E. Conditional 

F. Standard 

Correct Answer: ADE 

 

 

QUESTION 8

Which statement is true about using participants to create tasks? 

A. It can be done by dragging a participant to a blank area of the process canvas. 

B. Only one participant at a time can be used to create a task. 

C. A participant can be used to create any type of task. 

D. It can be done using a right-click menu option in Project Explorer. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

You are modeling the business processes for a technical call center. In the Organization Model, which action should you
take to ensure that a service request always goes to a call center executive who has the necessary language skills and
a specific technical certification? 

A. Assign Privileges to a Capability to route the call 

B. Assign Qualifiers to a Category to route the call 

C. Assign Qualifiers to a Capability to route the call 

D. Assign Properties to a Capability to route the call 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 10

What are the two differences in the relationships a form has with a process when it is associated with a Pageflow
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process and as a single form associated with a User task in a process? (Choose two.) 

A. When the form is submitted in a Pageflow process, the action is audited; when it is submitted in a process, the action
is not audited. 

B. When a form is submitted in a Pageflow process the action is not audited; when it is submitted in a process, the
action is audited. 

C. When each form is submitted in a Pageflow process, the data that was updated on the form is saved. When the form
is submitted in a process, the data is not saved. 

D. When each form is submitted in a Pageflow process, the data that was updated on the form is not saved. When the
form is submitted in a process, that data is saved. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

 

QUESTION 11

Click the Exhibit button. 

Which statement is true about using an Inclusive Decision/Merge (OR) Gateway with multiple incoming paths and one
outgoing path? 

A. The gateway waits for the first incoming path to complete, then passes control to the outgoing path and ignores all
other incoming paths. 

B. The gateway waits for every incoming path to complete before passing control to the outgoing path. 

C. The gateway waits for all "active" incoming paths to complete before passing control to the outgoing path. 

D. The gateway can contain logic to define how many paths must complete before it passes control to the outgoing
path. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 12

During testing of a process, the process instance is released from User Task A but has not arrived at its expected
destination at User Task B. 

Which three actions can you take to help identify the problem? (Choose three.) 

A. Examine the ActiveMatrix BPM node log file(s) 

B. Check the Event View for that process instance, to identify what routing has been followed Insert a MessageBox
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display function in the Initiate script for User Task B 

C. Check for failures in any Service tasks in the process between User Tasks A and B 

D. Check whether User Task B has been set to "skipable" in the TIBCO Business Studio Model 

Correct Answer: ABD 
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